
SINNERS IN THE HANDS OF AN ANGRY GOD ETHOS LOGOS

Define rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos) and explain the effect on an Exercise #2: Please read Jonathan
Edwards' â€œSinners in the Hands of Angry God . and it is nothing but the mere pleasure of God, and that of angry
God, without .

This shows his unconverted audience how poorly God thinks of them. Edwards uses Logos, persuading by the
means of reason and logic, because with a logical approach, Edwards would be able to show the clarity of his
claim clearly. Throughout the centuries the Puritans began to stray from their roots of living for Christ and
began to live for themselves. Introduction a. Edwards showed the Puritans that God himself told them in the
Bible that God will send anyone to hell if that person doesn't repent for their sins and live for Christ. Others
were scared back into their religion and therefore changed their lives as well. These appeals rely on logic and
facts, appealing to your reasoning or intellect rather than to your values or emotions. Although the Puritans
were more relaxed about their faith the Puritans still lived by and believed in the Bible. Jonathan Edwards uses
these figures of speech to make his message easier to understand. Topic Sentence â€” Logos is referred to as
â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Logos is referred to as clear the message is and how effective it is to the audience. In
emotionally charged sermons, all the more powerful because they were delivered extemporaneously, preachers
like Jonathan Edwards evoked vivid, terrifying images of the utter corruption of human nature and the terrors
awaiting the unrepentant in hell. This would appeal to the educated because it is a smart way of arranging
information in an easy way for people to follow. Emotional Appeal: Appeals to your emotions. The original
Puritans that came to America we're devoted to the Bible, lived by the Bible and believed that God gave them
grace when they were born. Although Jonathan Edwards used different ways of persuasion in his sermon such
as Logos and Pathos, the underlying theme stayed the same; God will punish you in painful ways if you do not
repent for your sins. Writers often use tone, imagery, and figurative language to make these types of emotional
appeals. This metaphor shows that God could unleash his wrath and punish anyone at any moment but his
mercy and forgiveness saves them. These messages are designed to persuade an audience by creating strong
feelings rather than by providing facts and evidence. Edwards believed that religion should be rooted in
emotion rather than reason. A quote from Edwards sermon that shows his claim clearly is "The observation
from the words that I would now insist upon is this. The Puritans soon built their society around religion; they
were dedicated to the Bible and striving to live as Christ lived. These appeals establish a writers credibility
and trustworthiness with an audience. In and , he delivered a series of sermons that resulted in a great number
of conversions. Many Puritans took Edwards words to heart and his message changed their lives. Jonathan
Edwards 2 The Great Awakening What historians call "the first Great Awakening" can best be described as a
revitalization of religious piety that swept through the American colonies between the s and the s. He uses
metaphors that expand over whole paragraphs. The Pathos in Edwards sermon showed the Puritans how angry
God truly was at them and helped scare the Puritans back into their religion of following the Bible and living
like Christ. How would Edwards have viewed a national tragedy, such as September 11? The Massachusetts
Bay Company and the king set no meeting place for company officials, the leaders of the Bay Company took
this as permission to regulate without the overseeing of the king. Through the sermon "Sinners in the Hands of
an Angry God," Edwards offers a very harsh interpretation to humankind. Ethical Appeal: Appeals to your
sense of ethics. It would appeal to the less educated because it is easy to follow a numbered list rather than
Edwards lecturing the whole sermon. If I Were a Picture


